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Internal Audit
    Efficiency through Automation    

    Increased globalization of businesses, market pressure to improve operations, and rapidly changing business conditions are creating demand for technology-enabled auditing (TEA) to ensure timely ongoing assurance that controls are working effectively and that risk is properly mitigated.    

    Part of Wiley's Institute of Internal Auditors Series, Internal Audit: Efficiency through Automation enables auditors to radically improve the effectiveness of their individual audits and the complete audit function through the application of computer-based audit tools and techniques.    

    Uniquely providing auditors with strategic and implementational guidance on computer-assisted audit tools and techniques (CAATTs), Internal Audit: Efficiency through Automation explains what continuous auditing does and how it can help auditors make better use of data analytics, while maintaining their independence and objectivity in evaluating the effectiveness of risk management and control assessment processes.    

    This practical book guides auditors in taking advantage of TEA to allow continuous auditing that tracks anomalies, deficiencies, and unusual trends in every step of the auditing process, from the initial development of the risk-based annual audit plan, to the planning, conducting, reporting, and follow-up phases of individual audits. Filled with numerous case studies illustrating the power and flexibility of standard and audit-specific software packages, it thoroughly discusses relevant topics, including:       

	
        Audit technology      	

    
	
        CAATTs benefits and opportunities      	

    
	
        CAATTs for broader-scoped audits      	

    
	
        The Internet as an audit tool      	

    
	
        The new audit paradigm      	

    
	
        Value-added auditing of inventory systems      	

    
	
        Developing CAATT capabilities      

    


    Internal auditors cannot stand by and watch as the rest of the business world embraces new technology. This timely guidebook shows audit managers how to advance the functioning of the audit organization and provides the essential tools to meet the challenges of auditing in today's business environment.    

       About the Author
   

David Coderre has over twenty years of experience in internal audit, management consulting, policy development, management information systems, system development, and application implementation areas. He is currently President of CAATS (Computer-Assisted Analysis Techniques and Solutions). He is the author of three highly regarded books on using data analysis for audit and fraud detection.
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The Fashion Business: Theory, Practice, Image (Dress, Body, Culture Series)Berg Publishers, 2000
This book derives from a series of lectures organised by Kingston University in collaboration with the Italian manufacturer retailer MaxMara. The lectures, entitled ‘Perspectives in Fashion’, were launched in 1994 to explore emerging themes in the history and theory of fashion, with the objective of considering them in the context of...
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Low Voltage Electron Microscopy: Principles and Applications (RMS - Royal Microscopical Society)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Part of the Wiley-Royal Microscopical Society Series, this book discusses the rapidly developing cutting-edge field of low-voltage microscopy, a field that has only recently emerged due to the rapid developments in the electron optics design and image processing.


	It serves as a guide for current and new microscopists and...
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Network Flow AnalysisNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		You know that servers have log files and performance measuring tools and that traditional network devices have LEDs that blink when a port does something. You may have tools that tell you how busy an interface is, but mostly a network device is a black box. Network Flow Analysis opens that black box, demonstrating how to use...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Project ManagementQue, 2005
You've just been handed your department's biggest project and  you probably aren't sure where to even begin. Whether you have 6 months or 6  weeks to complete it, being an effective project manager can make all the  difference to the end result. Absolute Beginner's Guide  to Project Management can...
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Oracle9i: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Renowned Oracle Resource--Fully Updated for Oracle9i

Get comprehensive information on all the features of Oracle9i. Written by best-selling authors and Oracle gurus Kevin Loney, George Koch, and the experts at TUSC, Oracle9i: The Complete Reference covers critical relational,...
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Professional Excel Development: The Definitive Guide to Developing Applications Using Microsoft Excel, VBA, and .NET (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Microsoft Excel is much more than just a spreadsheet. With the introduction
	of the Visual Basic Editor in Excel 97, followed by the significantly
	improved stability of Excel 2000, Excel became a respected development
	platform in its own right. Excel applications are now found alongside those
	based on C++, Java, and the .NET...
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